Tough measures on sale of alcohol to under 18s*

ID checklist

☑ Accept only current photo ID
  - NSW Photo Card (issued by NSW Roads & Maritime Services)
  - Driver's licence (issued by an Australian State or Territory or another country)
  - Passport (issued by Australia or another country)
  - Proof of Age card (issued by an Australian State or Territory except NSW)
  - Keypass (over-18) (issued by Australia Post)
  identity card

Look at the photograph. Does it look like the person in front of you?

☑ Dates
Check the date of birth. Are you satisfied about the person’s age?
Check expiration date. Do not accept expired IDs.

☑ ID Appearance
Has the card been tampered with?
Is the font type and card thickness consistent?
Is the card surface dusty, peeling, wrinkled, bubbled or corners lifted?

Unsure?
Quiz the holder about details from the ID.
Ask for secondary ID.
Compare the person’s signature with what appears on the ID.

Still unsure? **REFUSE TO SELL**

* A liquor licence can be suspended or cancelled when alcohol is sold to a minor.
A person’s RSA certification can also be suspended or revoked when alcohol is sold to a minor.
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